Median These results are interesting, not least because the quarterly GDP and CPI releases are more amenable to forecasting than many other statistical releases. For example, many of the components of GDP are known with a reasonable degree of precision in advance of die release. Economists have a good idea as to die contribudon to GDP from consumpdon, capital expenditure, net exports, and stocks on the expenditure side. On die income side, diey have reasonable clues as to die wages, salaries and supplements component and die private gross operadng surplus. Similarly, die CPI is based on die prices of a known basket of goods and services. Most of diese prices are readily observable in die market place.
The median economist's forecasts are clearly an improvement on diose generated by a naive model, but diis is die least we should expect. The key quesdon is whether diis improvement adds value for market participants.
The debt and foreign exchange markets are usually quite tolerant of small differences between actual and expected outcomes in official data releases. The small difference in forecast accuracy between die median economist and die simple model suggests diat market participants are unlikely to be significandy advantaged in taking a posidon based on die economist's forecast radier dian die simple model. In die case of GDP releases, for example, the market is not much more likely to move on an outcome diat is 0.68 percentage points higher or lower dian expected dian on an outcome 0.54 percentage points higher or lower than expected, all else being equal.
Anodier way of looking at die usefulness of economists' forecasts is to examine whether diere is a reladonship between die degree of consensus among economists and forecast accuracy. W e might expect diat where diere is agreement about dieir forecasts, diere is also an increase in forecast accuracy. The u ? of market medians is based on a sliglitly different assumption, namely, that the forecast furthest away from the two extremes is most likely to be correct.
The range of market expectations provides a crude measure of consensus among economists about a given data release. Unfortunately, the original populations for the survey data cited above were not available to generate a more sophisticated measure of market consensus (for example, by taking the standard deviation of die forecasts for each release). Table 2 reports correlation coefficients between the range of market expectations and subsequent forecast errors for each quarterly GDP and CPI release: Table 2 Relationship between market consensus and forecast accuracy, June quarter 1985 to June quarter 1997 The close-to-zero coefficients show no relationship between die range of forecasts and subsequent forecast accuracy. Relative agreement among economists does not make dieir forecasts any better, but it does not make them any worse, as a market contrarian might argue.
GDP* CPI
Does diis mean that economists should do away widi point forecasting of official data? No, but it does suggest die need for more realistic expectations about what point forecasts can achieve. If an economy is as unpredictable as economists' forecast accuracy would suggest, dien we should be less preoccupied widi generating and acdng on diese forecasts. Instead, economists should work more widi what diey know radier dian widi what diey don't This means putdng more effort into assessing data after diey are released and also die underlying risks and trends for die market. This would arguably be a more efficient, and often far less embarrassing, use of economists' skills.
Apart from die usefulness of point forecasts, diese results raise larger quesdons about die role of die economist. Given die limitadons on economists' forecast accuracy, why do economists enjoy such a prominent role? An obvious answer is that economists provide useful explanadons of economic and financial developments. This fits well with McCloskey's (1985) exposidon of die rhetorical role performed by die economist. The economist as 'rhetor' is a good description of die 'talking head' role of contemporary financial economists, whose media appearances and presentations to external clients are a major part of their work.
The broader role of die economist is not so much to supply accurate point forecasts as to provide a useful and convenient framework for understanding current economic and financial developments. An understanding of the reasons behind a given outcome and its wider significance is probably more important than the ability to forecast this outcome with precision. This is a potentially valuable role, which economists are well equipped to perform, so long as these frameworks do not become simple cases ol ex post rationalisation.
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